GROW Curriculum Map ‘Fantastic Festivals’

G

Our Curriculum
encourages us is to
grow by...

Giving time to each other,
working collaboratively
by talking and asking
questions.

R

Reading to explore
and discover new learning and skills.

O

Opportunities for
adventure and to learn
about the world around
us, using a range of resources.

W

Wellbeing of each

Literacy

Mathematics

As readers and writers we will focus on blending and segmenting sounds. We will be continuing Read, Write, Inc sessions, where we
will begin to look at diagraphs (eg, sh, th, ng
& ch) We will model writing a sentence using capital letters, finger spaces and full
stops. Activities will include making a lost

As mathematicians we will look at repeating
patterns linked to Diwali. We will continue
with number writing to 10 focusing on formation. In addition to this we will explore teen
numbers and finding totals. Later in the term

Understanding the World

Expressive Arts and Design

As explorers we will find out all about different
festivals and celebrations that take part
around the world. We will compare similari-

As imaginative artists we will create Rangoli
patterns exploring colour and texture. Christmas will provide lots of opportunities to create
a range of crafts and we will perform our

Branching out
* Please ensure your child has the correct PE kit in school and that each item (tshirt, shorts,
shoes, bag etc) is clearly named.
* Now the children are growing in confidence we would appreciate if the children could come into class and sort their own bags and coats out independently. The children will be encouraged to
say goodbye at the door and sit down ready for the day. This is to help them become independent learners.
* Thank you for your at home with sounds/word cards and reading books. It makes a huge difference to their progress and we really appreciate your support with this.
* The Christmas nativity will take place during the last week of term. More information will be
sent regarding costumes and dates/times very soon!
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Key Questions

Our Curriculum encourages us is to grow

How do different people celebrate?
Who is Rama & Sita?
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Wellbeing of each

Why do we use light during celebrations?
PSED

Communication and Language

As unique individuals we develop our
understanding of different cultures
and religions. We will respect and
value each other and understand that
we are all unique.

As communicators we will listen to others
carefully, alongside following instructions accurately. We will use language to
share our ideas and opinions about the people and the world around us.

Physical Development (Moving and Handling/health and independence).
As dextrous learners we will take part in an Indian dance workshop. This will link
nicely to our work on Diwali. We will explore different ways of moving. Using our
fine motor skills we will make Rangoli patterns. We will also sculpt and manipulate a range of materials when working with clay. We will create our own dance us-

